UMP PUBLISHER ORGANISED E-BOOK AND GHANI FORMAT SEMINAR

"Many of them are new to campus life and studying in a university involves a rather hectic schedule, which is always packed. It also requires full concentration in classes."

BY: SHALFARINA SHAHRIMAN

Kuantan: More than 100 first-year degree undergraduates attended a learning seminar on the using of Ghani Format and a briefing on e-Book organised by UMP Publisher at Astaka Hall which was held early of the month.

The briefing was presented by UMP Publisher Director Associate Prof. Dr. Mohd Ghani Awang, aimed at helping the participants on ways to prepare and complete special assignments given by lecturers.

"Many of them are new to campus life and studying in a university involves a rather hectic schedule, which is always packed. It also requires full concentration in classes. "The briefing on the Ghani Format will help them to learn to simplify complex information so it will be easier to understand and remember," he said.

He added that the Ghani Format suited the needs of the undergraduates as they could put into practise the skills learned when writing their assignments.

Associate Prof. Dr. Mohd Ghani also said the undergraduates got to learn and understand the application of e-Book that was subscribed during the orientation week. "Many of them do not know how to use the e-Book as they have not logged in properly.

"As such, by having this briefing, they will be able to know better about the application that has great benefits. It will facilitate them in using e-Book wherever they are," he said.

UMP Publisher Director Associate Prof. Dr. Mohd Ghani Awang explaining about the Ghani Format and E-Book application to the undergraduates during the briefing.

The first-year undergraduates listening attentively to the talk delivered by UMP Publisher Director Associate Prof. Dr. Mohd Ghani Awang.